
               Teach U.S. History with Holidays

Do you wish all your students were eager to learn and talk about their lessons? Wish they

were excited about their brave American forefathers who dreamed, prayed, sacrificed and fought

for their liberty? Want a way to teach them how the Christian values of charity, equality, and

freedom were woven into the structure of American democracy?

Holidays may be the answer. The Teaching Manual for Celebrations of a Nation gives

teachers a plan to inspire interest in United States history through in depth exploration of our

most popular National holidays — Thanksgiving, The Fourth of July, and Presidents Day. Primary

resources include the writings of Pilgrims, Revolutionaries, Founders, and America’s most honored

Presidents. They give students a sense of identification with historical figures and an understanding

of their education, ideals, struggles, and their personal and public expressions of faith.

Chapter-by-chapter Questions and Answers provide daily plans and tests to help students

consider and remember what they have read. The Q&A sections are designed to encourage

students, with some being very easy and some challenging for more advanced students.

Teaching aids include Historical Maps, Chronology of Events, List of Presidents, and additional

tools and suggestions. An enlarged reproduction of both sides of The Great Seal of the United

States, found on official documents and every U.S. bill of currency, combined with detailed

explanations of each symbol on the seal, provide a full lesson that students can study and recall

with the help of any dollar bill.

U.S. history will come alive for teachers and students with the aid of this step-by-step

teachers guide to history through our popular National holidays. Covers Early Colonial Period

through the Civil War. Purchase Celebrations of a Nation and the Teaching Manual by sending

$12.95 (hdbk), $9.95 (pbk), $7.95 Manual, plus $3 shipping to P.O. Box 388, Ashland, OH 44805

or from your favorite Bookstore, celebration-nation.com or 1-800-BOOK LOG.
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